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Why Attend?

 Rank the following in terms of likely impact to 
patient outcome. Correct answers in 
parentheses:
 dose calculation accuracy (3)
 calibration accuracy (4)
 setup uncertainty (2)
 uncertainty in contouring the gross tumor volume (1)



Uncertainties in treatment planning dose 
computation

Initial expectations



Objectives

 Address preconceptions about dose 
calculation accuracy

 Discuss 
 Sources of uncertainty / errors
 Preventing / reducing dose uncertainty / errors
 End-to-end benchmark evaluations of dose accuracy



Preconceptions

 If a model based (Superposition/Convolution 
or Monte Carlo) is used for dose calculation 
algorithm, I have nothing to worry about.

 My dose calculation accuracy is easily within 
1-2%

 Having >95% of points pass gamma means 
that the field is OK



TPS Dose Calculation Algorithm

Calculated DoseDelivered Patient Dose

Accelerator Beam 
Configuration & Output

Patient Geometry

TPS Commissioning Data

Compare

Inputs to delivered and calculated dose



Accuracy

 Goal is to have reported dose equal to the 
dose received by the patient

 Deviations exist because of
 Input data imperfections
 Imperfect modeling

 Fluence delivery
 Dose deposition
 Patient composition

 Dose algorithm limitations
 Beam delivery variations
 Patient changes

Calculated DoseDelivered Patient Dose
Equal



Concentration

 MV beams
 Static geometries (no patient changes 

between time of simulation and time of 
treatment, no patient setup uncertainties)

 Patient (rather than phantom) dose 
comparisons



Dose calculation algorithms

 Principles of energy 
deposition
 Primary photons interact with 

material, generating secondary 
electrons

 Interaction of secondary electrons, 
depositing dose, creating scattered 
photons, and more electrons

 Aim of dose calculation 
algorithm is to mimic this 
process – in heterogeneous 
patient material



Dose Calculation Algorithms

 Correction based
 Reconstitute dose to water
 Apply correction factors to account for heterogeneities, surface 

variations, etc.
 Batho
 TAR
 Pencil Beam
 …

 Model based
 Directly compute dose to heterogeneous material

 Monte Carlo
 Super-position / Convolution
 ….
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Dose Calculation Algorithms

 For a homogeneous flat water phantom, 
all algorithms should agree
 Correction-based reconstitute the dose in water
 Model based source models are tuned to match 

these conditions



Heterogeneities challenges greatest for high 
energies and small field sizes

 Water-lung-water phantom

Adapted from Arnfield, et al, Med Phys, 27(6)
Radiation dis-equilibrium



bone equiv H2OH2O

6 MV
2x2 cm2

bone equiv H2OH2O

18 MV
2x2 cm2

• Water-bone-water phantom

Adapted from Carrasco, et al, Med Phys, 34(8)

Heterogeneities challenges greatest for high 
energies and small field sizes

Radiation dis-equilibrium



Dose calculation accuracy 
for patient conditions

 Dependent on commissioning accuracy

 Dependent on accuracy of patient 
representation (CT-to-electron density)

 Overall results covered under end-to-end 
tests



Commissioning Data
(sources of deviations)

 The set of data which quantifies delivery output 
over the range of use conditions
 used to tune and benchmark dose calculation algorithms
 usually measured in homogeneous media

 Treatment Planning System specific 
measurements required

 Systematic errors in the data persist for all 
treatments



Eclipse TPS



Specific Recommendations

 TG-53
 Commissioning data should be reproducible to <1% of 

local dose
 TG-106, IAEA-430, ESTRO Booklet #7

 Series of recommendations to reduce measurement 
errors with goal of <1%

 Even if directly follow recommendations, no 
guarantee that dose is measured or computed 
within 1%



Factors affecting commissioning  
Detector Selection

 Measurement setup errors
 Measurement modifies quantity being 

measured
 Change of build-up and scatter conditions
 Volume averaging effects / resolution
 …

 Detector response




Buildup – alignment errors alters buildup
(hence, electron contamination in source model) 



Detector buildup and size 
cylindrical chambers, EPOM corrections applied

Affects electron contributions 
and low energy photon 
contributions to source model

Depth dose curves match 
beyond radius of the 
chamber

Need to subtract off inherent 
detector buildup

Extrapolation to surface 
would better estimate surface 
dose

See: Ververs et al., Med Phys, 36 (4) 1410



Detector resolution
Alters penumbra model

Adapted with permission from 
Yan et al. Med Phys 35(8)



Pinnacle Commissioning



Commissioning tolerance 
guidelines

 AAPM TG-53 and ESTRO Booklet #7
 Achievable accuracy varies with location
 Stochastic measurement error can impact results
 Use a confidence limit with multiple comparison points 

exist


 = mean deviation
 = standard deviation of mean
 = multiplicative factor, number of permitted std deviations

 =1.5, one-sided confidence level of 0.067
 =1.96, one-sided confidence level of 0.025, two-sided 

confidence level of 0.05
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Tolerance regions

Adapted from Venselaar 2001, ESTRO, Booklet #7, and TG 53 

• AAPM and ESTRO list these as example tolerances
• Looser or tighter criteria may be required depending on clinical test



Depth Dose Tolerances
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Entrance region has 
both % dose 
difference and DTA 
tolerances

Confidence limits 
recommended for % 
dose tolerances

Entrance region 
requires use of DTA 
criteria 

Limiting maximum 
typically done 
(provides better fit)



Lateral Profile Tolerances

tolerance limit δ3=3%
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Penumbra region 
has both % dose 
difference and DTA 
tolerances

Confidence limits 
recommended for % 
dose tolerances

Limiting maximum 
difference typical 
(provides better fit)



Clinical depth dose examples
6 MV, multiple field sizes

Difference with respect to measurement

Dashed = measured
Solid = calculated

K=1.96 for confidence limit
*Failure due to not accounting for inherent detector buildup and volume effect



Commissioning Notes

 Commissioning must cover full range of clinical 
conditions
 Beam Modifiers
 SSDs

 Different beam/source models can be used to 
match differing conditions

 Failure to match measurements is not necessarily 
a failure of the dose calculation algorithm, but likely 
a failure to adequately tune the beam/source 
model



IMRT Commissioning Challenges

 Small fields, radiation dis-equilibrium
 Small field output factors

 Volume averaging effects 
 MLC penumbra modeling 

 (partial transmission through rounded leaf tip)
 Detector blurring effects

 MLC radiation leakage
 Tighter tolerances required since beam delivery 

is superposition of multiple fields

tor

 Win
ng Filter
mber



a b c d e

Adapted from Ezzell, AAPM Report 82, “Guidance Document…”, Med Phys 30 (8) 2003

AAPM Rpt 82: IMRT Guidance Document 
benchmark test cases

 2-3% agreement expected in low gradient 
regions



AAPM TG-119
IMRT Commissioning

 End-to-end pseudo-clinical configurations
 Simple slab phantoms 
 Download from http://www.aapm.org/pubs/tg119/
 Sample test results provided for 9 institutions



TG-119 performance

Users expected to perform tests and get “similar” performance
Average = 2.2% dose uncertainty for homogeneous test cases



Commissioning accuracy

 Commissioning is critical

 Accurate commissioning will save 
significant time in the long run since it will 
reduce the overall time on per-patient QA 
(will get better per-patient agreement rates)



Other influential factors

http://www.smart-kit.com/s2178/100-most-influential-persons-ranked/
Based on Michael Hart’s “The 100: a ranking of the most influential 
persons in history”



IAEA TECDOC 1583

CT HU calibration variations
 IAEA study

 6 institutions 
measurements with 
same phantom

 ~8% variation in HU 
observed for bone-like 
materials 
(Relative Electron 
Density =1.5)



Relative electron density (RED) tolerance
 Tolerance to maintain 

dose error of less than 
 2% for photons
 2 mm for electrons

 @6 MV, ~10% RED 
variation required for 5 
cm thick heterogeneity

 Typical HU to RED 
errors contribute <2% 
to dose error

Adapted from Kilby and Sage, Physics in Medicine and Biology, 47 (9)



Relative electron density tolerance
Effects on patient dose

HU to RED calibration contributes < 2% to dosimetric uncertainty



Dose Calculation Matrix

 Fields with high dose gradients require fine 
dose matrix spacing to avoid interpolation errors 
in gradient regions
 ≤2.5 mm spacing sufficient to prevent dose errors greater 

than 1% (Dempsey et al, 2005)
 Shifting dose matrix origin by ½ of voxel size results in 

dose deviations for large voxels
 Absolute dose matrix location matters

 2 mm spacing yields 1.8% dose uncertainty (Chung et al, 
2006)

2 mm resolution required for < 2% dosimetric uncertainty



Accelerator output variations

Although not dose calculation accuracy, accelerator output 
variations contribute to overall dosimetric accuracy



Error detection and mitigation strategies



Monitor Unit Verification Calculations
TG-114, non-IMRT action level guidelines



Monitor Unit Verification Calculations

 Based on ESTRO Booklet #10, 
“Independent dose calculation 
concepts and models”

 Stated accuracy of ±3% on 
central axis, ±5% off axis when 
> 2 cm from dose gradient

 Free program
 Can be used with 3D-CRT, 

IMRT and electrons



Transfer plan to R&V system

Extract plan from R&V,
recompute with MC

Print and sign DVHs and dose 
differences

<3% DVH difference?

Include in chart

Notify planning team

Compare MC and TPS with in-
phantom measurements

Yes

Differences
acceptable?

No

Yes

No

Obtain acceptable IMRT plan

Adjust MUs to best match with 
measurements 

Independent 
dose 

calculation



Measurement-based IMRT Patient-
Specific Quality Assurance

 Guidelines 
 ESTRO Booklet 9, Guidelines for the Verification of IMRT (Alber 2008)
 AAPM TG-119: Guidance document on delivery, treatment planning, and 

clinical implementation of IMRT (Ezzell et al 2003)
 No uniform consensus measurement recommendation

 Typical methods
 Ion chamber measurement in low dose gradient region
 2D planar fluence validation
 Composite in-phantom dose delivery validation
 3D-DVH tools

 Processes validated
 Information transfer from TPS to accelerator
 Ability of linac to deliver the treatment
 Accuracy of the dose calculation process



Measurement based IMRT QA

 If SD in dose measurement is 2.5%, and a 5% 
action level is used, expect action required for 
~5% of cases 

 Appropriate action is investigation



Gamma Evaluations

 Typically based on fraction of points with γ<1, with cut-
off ranges of >90%-95% of points with 3%, 3 mm criteria

 Action levels are based on achieved passing levels 
rather than correlative analysis with clinical effect

 Kruse 2010 and Nelms et al. 2011 show gamma passing 
rates are not correlated with clinically significant dose 
errors
 Many additional examples at 2011 AAPM meeting

 In example above, 100% of points have γ<1 if radius of 
0% dose region is ≤3 mm

 Must look at more than just %points with γ<1

0%

100%

100%



End-to-end test cases

The Far Side





IAEA TECDOC 1583

 Scan phantom for CT 
calibration

 8 test cases defined
 Plan pseudo-treatments
 Measure doses with 

ionization chamber
 Compare with respect to 

tolerances

Test Case 7



IAEA TECDOC 1583 & Pilot Study

Test Case 8

Test Case 5



Clarkson 
Measurement 

based 
algorithms
XiO Clarkson

Multidata DSS+

Model-based 
algorithms w/o 
lateral transport 

XiO FFT
Elekta PB-EPL
Mevas PB-EPL
Helax PB EPL
Plato PB-ETAR

Theraplan+ PB-ETAR
Eclipse PB-Batho
Eclipse PB ETAR

Model-based 
algorithms
with lateral 
transport
Eclipse AAA 
Helax CC

Pinnacle CC
XiO MGS

Adapted from Gershkevitsh, et al, Radiotherapy and Oncology, 89 (2009) 338

IAEA TECDOC 1583 Pilot Study

 If assume errors are normally distributed, 
then can use this data to determine dose 
uncertainty

 Assume 2-tailed error
 Average agreement criteria ~3.5%
 Example

Model-based w lateral transport, HE X-ray, 
5% out of tolerance corresponds with
~2σ, therefore σ = ~1.8%, 

σ~1.8%

σ~2.4%σ~2.6%

 Typical best 
agreement 
at lower 
energy

 More 
complex 
algorithms 
are better



ESTRO IMRT / QUASIMODO

 9 institution study
 Common phantom, common CT scan
 In-house treatment plan and delivery
 Ionization chamber + film measurements
 Undeveloped films and computed doses sent to processing 

center for analysis

Adapted from Bohsung, et al, Radiotherapy and Oncology, 76 (3)  2005



Exceeds recommended confidence limit

ESTRO IMRT / QUASIMODO

 Too few data points to provide trends
 User-specific differences likely due to planning, commissioning, and 

delivery differences

Adapted from Gillis, et al, Radiotherapy and Oncology, 76 (3)  2005
PTV 1.4+/-1.6%    Average



http://rpc.mdanderson.org/rpc/



RPC Beam Output Check Data

 Percent of institutions and percent of beams 
with more than 1 RPC TLD dose measurement 
> 5% different from institution reported dose

 Average beam failure rate ~5%
(consistent with σ=2.5% if assume normally distributed errors)

 Average institution failure rate ~17%
 Std dev of all output checks is ~1.8%

Data provided by David Followill, Ph.D., RPC



RPC Lung Phantom for SBRT 
Credentialing

 3 cm diameter PTV



User variability in beam commissioning and delivery

 Deviation by algorithm
 0.4% MC
 2.7% Tomo
 3.1% Pinnacle
 4.2% AAA
 4.4% XiO
 5.2% PB
 3.4% Average

Data provided by David Followill, 
Ph.D., RPC



UK PARSPORT
 Head and Neck 3DCRT and IMRT 

comparison credentialing
 Tests field patterns
 Sample patient fields 



UK PARSPORT

 IMRT is NOT inherently less accurate than 3DCRT
 Commissioning is essential
 3% tolerance suggested for target doses 



Summary

 Commissioning is critical
 Measurement data accuracy 
 Proper interpretation (deconvolution)
 Source modeling

 Model based dose calculations are superior (provided 
accurately commissioned)

 HU conversions result in σ<2%
 2 mm dose grid resolution for σ<2%
 End-to-end tests are crucial and required to assess your own 

clinical accuracy
 2%-5% accuracy observed in end-to-end tests
 No single accuracy number can be provided that you can use in your clinic
 You must make your own measurements
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